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Sector I - Juba 
 
Abyei Administrator finally appointed 
On August 8, 2008 the Presidency issued a 
presidential decree appointing Mr. Arop Moyak 
Mong Toj (SPLM) as Chief Administrator of 
Abyei and Mr. Rahama Abdel Rahman Al-Nour 
(NCP) as a deputy. The presidential decree 
requests the chief administrator and his deputy 
to submit a proposal of the administration 
board members within two weeks. 
 
The GoSS Minister of Presidential Affairs, Luka 
Biong Deng, paid a visit to Abyei and expressed 
concern that remnants of SAF troops had not 
been redeployed in violation of the June Abyei 
roadmap, thus delaying the deployment of 
JIUs. He claimed that SPLA had completed 
withdrawal of its troops and noted that it would 
be prudent if the office of UNMIS Force 
Commander raised the issue with the parties to 
keep the momentum raised by the appointment 
of the administration. 
 
IDP Verification and mapping commences  
An IDP verification and mapping exercise has 
commenced in central equatorial state. The 
exercise, led by UNMIS/RRR, IOM, Islamic 
Relief and SSRRC, aims to determine the 
number of IDPs currently settled in Juba and  

 
 
 
assess their willingness to return to their 
areas of origin. The exercise was launched 
following a request by the Central Equatoria 
South Sudan Relief and Rehabilitation 
Commission (SSRRC) State Director. IOM, 
UNMIS/RRR and SSRRC held a meeting on 8 
August to discuss the possibility of 
transporting 435 IDPs from Juba in Central 
Equatoria State to Yambio in Western 
Equatoria State. On 6 August the team visited 
the Supiri IDP camp located in Juba County, 
which accommodates a majority of residents 
originating from Magwi County in Eastern 
Equatoria. These IDPs were first displaced in 
1985 from places like Gumbo and Lologo 
(southwest of Juba). However, in 1999 they 
were allotted plots of land in Korrumula, but 
since there were no legal ownership 
documents issued to the IDPs, they were 
subsequently displaced to Supiri. 
  
Elections consultative meeting held in 
Juba 
A consultative workshop organised by the 
National Democratic Institute (NDI) and the 
Southern Sudan Election Donor Group was 
held in Juba on 7 August. The objective of the  
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Workshop was to critically analyse the 
framework of the National Election Law and 
develop steps to move the election process 
forward from a Southern Sudan perspective. 
The focus was to identify the challenges ahead, 
strategise on how to mobilise civil society, 
media, women’s groups, traditional leaders and 
donors.  
 
Key recommendations included steps to 
promote coordination and information exchange 
between stakeholders,  advocate for the 
appointment of a neutral and competent 
Election High Committee in Southern Sudan, 
promote steps to ensure a transparent election 
process, free and fair elections,  establishment 
of a responsible Election Education Task force 
whose work should cover Parliamentarians at 
GOSS and State levels, law enforcement 
agencies, civil society organisations, women's 
group and the youth.  
 
Regulations/Rules/Codes of Conduct governing 
financial management, the media, an 
independent electoral process, voter 
registration procedures, steps to lift current 
security regulations restricting freedom of 
expression of the national level media, 
regulating funding of political parties, 
procedures for dispute resolution and appeals 
and speedy handling of disputes,  logistical and 
management regulations to run elections 
simultaneously. Women groups at the 
workshop strongly contested the allocation of 
only 25% seats for women. 
  
Civic Education Workshop conducted in 
Juba 
On 7 August UNDP and IRI organized a civic 
education workshop in Juba.  Of particular 
interest was the presentation on the recent 
electoral process in Kenya in December 2007 
and the ensuing violence as the vote tallying 
process began.  The workshop emphasized the 
need for confidence in the judicial system to 
resolve electoral disputes.  It was suggested, in 
the absence of a well functioning judicial 
system, that the state peace committees in 
Southern Sudan could be used to resolve such 
disputes, an interesting proposition for CAD to 
discuss with the SSPC. 

Sector II - Wau 
 
Cholera persists in Bahr el Ghazal  
The Cholera outbreak in Northern Bahr el 
Ghazal is persisting despite multiagency 
interventions. The worst affected area is Aweil 
town in which a total 770 cases of cholera 
were reported in week 35 alone. Seventy 
three (73) of these were severe cases and 
treated as in-patients while the rest were 
treated at ORT corners. The cummulative 
total for Aweil town since the start of the out 
break has now reached 1,714 (MSF-F 
figures). 
  
Workshop discusses political space 
A two day workshop on the role of the Lakes 
State Legislative Assembly in the 
development of political space and 
participatory democracy in the legislature was 
held in Lakes state on 31 July and 1 August, 
2008. UNMIS Civil Affairs and UNDP chaired 
the workshop which was organized by the 
Clerk of the Assembly, Mr. Ben Chol. 
Participants were drawn from among 
members of parliament and heads of 
departments in the legislative assembly.  
 
Among others, the workshop discussed 
modern democratic fusion of popular 
sovereignty, individual liberty, respect for rule 
of law and settling differences by negotiation 
and compromise rather than violence.  
 
In his closing remarks, Mr. Chol, stated that 
the workshop had enlightened participants on 
the importance of popular sovereignty, 
individual liberty and the rule of law. He 
thanked Civil Affairs for its continuous support 
and appealed to UNMIS for capacity-building 
support to improve the computer skills of the 
Assembly members. 
 

Rule of Law Forum meets in Rumbek  
On 29 July UNMIS Civil Affairs and UNDP 
organized an inaugural Rule of Law 
Consultative Workshop in Rumbek, Lakes 
State.  The forum is an initiative that seeks to 
bring together all the stakeholders in rule of 
law in Lakes State. Representatives from 
leading stakeholders such as UNDP and 
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UNMIS Civil Affairs, Demobilization, 
Disarmament and Reintegration (DDR), 
Electoral, Returns Reintegration and Recovery 
(RRR), NGOs, the State Judiciary, the State 
police, prisons and traditional authorities, 
among others, attended the workshop. 
 
In his address, the Acting State Governor and 
the  Minister for Law Enforcement, Mr. Anwar 
Riak Guol, stressed the need to ensure that 
constitutional rule prevails at all levels of 
governance. He said that the ongoing 
disarmament process in Lakes state is intended 
to reduce the proliferation of firearms in civilian 
hands. “It is the possession of such firearms 
that often lead civilians to take the law into 
their own hands and seek revenge when 
wronged, the administration of justice, he said, 
should be left in the hands of relevant 
authorities. 
 
The forum provided an excellent opportunity for 
the participants to share views on how to 
harmonize efforts aimed at addressing rule of 
law problems in Lakes state.  
  

Census Update 
From 26-27 August, UNMIS facilitated 
transportation of the remaining census 
materials to the census compound in Rumbek 
which amounted to 200 boxes. 
  
In a meeting with census officials, UNMIS Civil 
Affairs was informed that the scanning of the 
questionnaires was proceeding satisfactorily 
and ahead of schedule. The census office 
currently has the capacity to scan up to 10,000 
sheets an hour and at this rate, the office might 
not need to run a 24-hour scanning schedule as 
had been originally envisaged.  
  

Governor presents Lakes Policy Statement 
The Lakes State Governor, H.E. Lt. Gen. Daniel 
Awet Akot, opened the Fifth Session of the 
Lakes State Legislature on 25 August and 
presented the State’s government’s policy.  In 
his keynote address, he indicated that 
insecurity had increased in Lakes State because 
of the proliferation of illegal arms. The 
Governor noted that civilian possession of 
firearms has led to increased incidents of cattle 

rustling, murder and robbery, among other 
crimes.  
 
Noting that 172 people had been killed since 
the beginning of 2008, the Governor proposed 
the passing of Provisional Order 16/2008 to 
regulate usage of firearms and an increase in 
compensation for murder from 31 cows to 51 
cows.  
 
He proposed the establishment of State 
border posts after the conclusion of the 
civilian disarmament exercise and urged for 
the restoration of traditional authorities to 
reconcile communities. He emphasized the 
need for adequate security before and during 
elections.  
  

Inter-clan clashes leaves six injured in 
Awerial County  
On 28 August, UNMIS Civil Affairs (CA) joined 
UN Military Observers, UN Police and Electoral 
Officers on an aerial assessment mission to 
Bunagok Payam, Awerial County. During the 
mission CA learned that on 20 August, Jook 
and Mabor Dinka sections fought over grazing 
grounds. Six persons sustained serious 
injuries, police arrested six people believed to 
have incited the clashes. The injured were 
hospitalized in Bunagok Hospital, but some 
escaped from the hospital allegedly to avoid 
arrest.  
 

Aweil floods update 
Reports from Aweil indicate that there has 
been significant improvement in the 
humanitarian assistance for flood victims and 
that the situation has improved considerably.  
Most of the people displaced by the flooding, 
40 per cent of whom were returnees were 
relocated to a new site. 
 
The WFP distributed food to 1,543 
households, 7,578 individuals and UNICEF 
trained 50 volunteers in water management 
who helped to chlorinate most of the hand 
dug wells in Aweil town. Construction of 
latrines is going on in the area.  
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Sector III – Malakal 
 
Governor presents Upper Nile Policy 
Statement 
On 4 August 2008, the Governor of Upper Nile 
State, Galuak Deng Garang presented the 
policy statement of the Upper Nile State 
Government to the State Legislative Assembly. 
The session, which was chaired by the newly 
elected Assembly Speaker, Mr. Santino Ajar, 
was attended by the Deputy Speaker, Members 
of Parliament, State Ministers, Advisors, County 
Commissioners, the SPLM leadership the state 
security committee and UNMIS Civil Affairs and 
Public Information. The Assembly officially 
resumed its session on 21 July 2008. 
 
In his statement, the Governor outlined the key 
achievements and the priorities of the state 
government for the next period. Before 
specifying the priorities of the state 
government in the three Sectors (i.e. Political, 
Economic and Service), the Governor made 
references to next year’s CPA anniversary 
celebrations in Malakal and appealed to UN 
agencies operating in Malakal to assist the 
government in developing the state and to 
“accomplish their obligation of transforming 
Malakal Airport and other development projects 
assigned to them. 
 
He stressed that the successful implementation 
of the CPA would be dependent on the 
cooperation and support from both the local 
and international community. 
  
Rule of Law and Gender Mainstreaming 
Workshop held in Malakal 
On 29 July 08, a three day workshop on rule of 
law and gender mainstreaming for 60 South 
Sudan Police Service - SSPS female Officers 
was organized in Malakal. The workshop was 
attended by among others, the Sector III UN 
Police Acting Commander, William Black, along 
with Senior UNPOL officials and the Malakal 
(SSPS) Commissioner, Mr. Biar Mading Biar, a 
UNDP representative among others. 
 
Topics covered included raising awareness on 
the rights of women and the role of women in 
community policing, sharing best practices on  

 
 
women’s capabilities and combating various 
gender stereotypes. The presentations are 
aimed at increasing participants’ awareness 
on gender and children’s rights and to 
encourage women’s participation in 
community policing and governance. 
 
Polio Vaccines delivered to Raja  
In response to confirmed cases of wild polio 
virus in Geneina, West Darfur, the World 
Health Organization in collaboration with the 
State Ministry of Health and all health 
partners in Western Bahr el Ghazal State will 
conduct a mass polio immunization campaign 
throughout the State from 25 to 27 August. 
World Health Organization is working with UN 
World Food Programme to deliver polio 
vaccines to Raja, Boro Medina and Timsah 
areas located close to South Darfur. 
  

Enhancing the capacity of state 
leadership 
On 4 August, UNDP in collaboration with 
UNMIS organized a one day workshop on Rule 
of Law, good governance and service delivery 
in Southern Sudan. The workshop, which was 
officially opened by H.E the State Governor 
Maj. General Gatluak Deng Garang, was 
attended by the State Ministers, the Political 
Advisor, the State Assembly Speaker, and the 
Chairpersons of the State Assembly’s 
Committees. The overall objective of the 
workshop was to enhance the capacity of the 
state leadership in promoting rule of law and 
good service delivery to the people of the 
state.  
 

Shilluk Protection Training in  Makal  
On 13 August 2008, UNMIS Protection section 
and the Bangladesh Force Riverine Unit 
(BANFRU) conducted a one day protection 
training for more than 100 citizens in Makal 
Shilluk, Malakal County,. The training aimed 
at linking the BANFRU with the community, 
as there was misunderstanding amongst the 
community members about the mandate of 
the BANFRU. UNMIS support for the 
community and high expectations were 
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further clarified by UNMIS Head of Office, Ms. 
Winnie Babihuga and the State Minister of 
Social Development and Welfare. After the 
training, the community promised to carry out 
regular monitoring and reporting initiatives and 
pledged full cooperation with the BANFRU.  
 

Force Protection Unit Training  
On 09 August 08, Forty South Sudan Police 
Service-SSPS Officers, comprised of thirty-
seven male and three female officers were 
graduated by Malakal SSPS Training 
Commandant after completing a five-day FPU 
Anti Riot and Crowd Control Techniques course 
at Malakal Police Training School. The training, 
which started on 04 August 08, was organized 
and coordinated by UN Police Advisor from 
Malakal Team Site. This is the second phase of 
Crises Response Management Course designed 
for SSPS by UNMIS Training Team.  
 

Gogrial West County disarms peacefully 
An UNMIS team led by DDR conducted a follow 
up visit to a disarmament site in Gogrial West 
County to assess the on-going pilot exercise in 
the County. The team applauded the State 
authorities for having put in place an organized 
and planned civilian disarmament exercise. 
Maj. Michael Chot, the exercise’s leader 
welcomed and briefed the UNMIS team on the 
overall process. He attributed the community’s 
positive response to the authorities concerted 
sensitization efforts prior to the exercise. 
During the visit, the UNMIS team witnessed 
community member surrenders his gun and 
undergoes through the registration process.  
 
By the reporting period, 115 weapons had been 
collected in Gogrial West. According to Maj 
Chot, his team experienced challenges such as 
lack of secure storage facilities and logistics for 
transporting surrendered weapons from 
collection sites to Kuajok, and lack of 
accommodation and communication facilities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ambororo nomads to move to Tambura  
UNMIS Civil Affairs Unit met Sheikh Adam 
Ibrahim Haroon of Fallata Shankra Clan and 
Sheikh Abukeer Omar Abuker, the Ambororo 
spokesperson in Aweil Town to understand 
the current situation of the nomadic 
movements in Northern Bahr El Ghazal State. 
According to Omar Abukeer, the Ambororo 
spokesperson, close to 2,000 Ambororo 
households left the State for Tulus, South 
Darfur in October 2007 after 7 Fallata nomads 
were killed. In addition, 3 major Fallata clans 
of about 1,500 households were considering 
migrating from Northern Bahr el Ghazal State 
to Tambura in Western Equatoria State to 
access better pasture and water.  
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